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MID ISLAND SAIL TRAINING
(MIST), MAY 3 AND 4TH
Learn and practise:
• Sextant use
• How to hove-to
• Dead reckoning
• Man overboard retrieval
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• And other offshore techniques
Don’t just read about offshore
skills! Come and practise with us
in a fun and safe atmosphere!
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information and to register,
www.bluewatercruising.org
or contact MIST Coordinator,
Rob Dodge at
nanamuk@hotmail.com.
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Donna Sassaman, Editor

A

pril showers bring May
flowers... and preparations for the summer sailing
season. As Commodore Jennifer
Handley discusses in ‘Top
Currents’, boat to-do lists are
added to – and hopefully subtracted from – as members
make plans to cruise either along our coast or offshore.
What is on your boat list?! After a winter spent at the
dock, Bill and I are enthusiastically anticipating sailing to
Desolation Sound – or out to Bamfield – this summer. On
the Alia to-do list is preparation for painting the topsides.
Can we do boat work and cruise? We shall certainly give it
a try!
On BCA’s administrative to-do list is a big priority item:
to fill two Board positions. Norm Cooper, who briefly stepped
into the Vice Commodore position at the AGM, has resigned
from the Board in order to devote his energy and talent to the
Vancouver Education job. The Treasurer position has been
vacant since Malcolm MacPhail turned left at Cape Flattery
and headed south last summer.
As a volunteer-run organization, BCA needs its members
to take on various positions. When there are vacancies,
‘someone’ has to fill in, which means double the workload for
a Board member or Chapter Watchkeeper. That’s the situation
now, especially in terms of the Treasurer position. If you
have an accounting background, or have had experience as
a treasurer for a non-profit or community organization, BCA
needs you! And if finances aren’t your thing but you enjoy
administrative tasks, volunteer for the Vice Commodore
position. See page 11 for the Vice Commodore and Treasurer
job descriptions.
Both positions will provide you with opportunities to put
your talents and energy to good use. You will be mentored
into comfort and competence in the position. You will make
a big contribution to BCA and feel even more a part of our
wonderful Association. Promise!

Don’t be shy! Volunteer today! If you are interested but
need to know more before launching yourself into the sea of
volunteerism, feel free to contact Jennifer at commodore@
bluewatercruising.org, Boudewijn at pastcommodore@
bluewatercruising.org, Myrna at secretary@bluewatercruising.org, or Glenora at glenorad@gmail.com.
We have a great issue this month with contributions
from near and far. Close to home, Shaun Peck, Polyandra,
reports on this coming summer’s ‘Music by the Sea’ festival in
Bamfield; 2014 VICE Coordinators, Ken and Carole Downes,
Nautimoments, let us know about plans for this year’s VICE;
Rob Dodge, Nanamuk, gives us a list of what’s on the agenda
for the first annual MIST – and a reminder to register on
the website for this free event; Norm Cooper, Sarah Jean II,
provides another ‘lesson learned’ – this time dealing with
hidden chafe (useful information whether you are coastal
or offshore cruising); Past Commodore, Boudewijn Neijens,
reports on an exciting expedition – and crewing opportunity
– with famed French offshore sailor and adventurer, Olivier
Pitras; and the Vancouver Maritime Museum announces its
Interim Director.
Further afield, Carolyn Daley, ex-Shannon, reports on an
unfortunate accident that could have been prevented – with
an opportunity to donate to an injured Good Samaritan,
and a wake-up call for those of us who may not use our
outboard kill-switch lanyards as often as we should; Stan
and Lynn Homer, Homers’ Odyssey, report in from Rio
Dulce, Guatemala; Chuck Gauthier and Karen Thomas,
Katie G, update us from Zihuatanejo (Z-town), Mexico;
Pamela Bendall, Precious Metal, shares highlights from the
very successful Sail Fest Week in Z-town; Jane Poulston,
Ta-b, discusses tips for making a crew’s experience aboard
your boat a positive one; and Dr. Richard Kirby of the Secchi
Citizen Science Project provides a first anniversary update
on the project.
Wishing you fair winds and a short to-do list,
Donna
PS – If you’ve served as BCA Treasurer or Vice Commodore in
the past, you can do it again. There’s no statute of limitations
on repeats! Take it from one who knows...your past and present
Currents Editor.
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Top

By Jennifer Handley
Commodore

Currents

S

pring is finally here! The clocks jumped ahead a
few weeks ago, the days are getting longer and it’s
high time to start thinking about the cruising season
ahead and all the grunt work that needs to be taken
care of before the lines are slipped. Whether we are
just popping around the corner for a quiet night on
the hook, crossing the Salish Sea, gunkholing up the
coast or counting down the days until we turn south
and embark on the journey of a lifetime, the realization of the dream, the ‘boat list’ has taken up residence
on the fridge and already seems to have taken on a life
of its own, growing longer by the day! But what energy
and excitement is found in crossing off those to-do’s in
anticipation of time on the water!
Opportunities to test, enhance, and challenge one’s
sailing skills also manifest themselves at this time of
year. The first BCA on-the-water event is the May
Rendezvous with its irresistible South Pacific theme
and informative mini-seminars (this year, rigging
expert Brent Jacobi of Blackline Marine will be a guest
presenter and there are plans for a Secchi disk demonstration, too). Sponsored by the Vancouver Island
Chapter and coordinated by Tanya Van Ginkel and
Scott Chapman, history has proven that this will be a
great way to kick off the season! With 40 - 50 boats
in attendance and a good balance of Dreamers and
Doners, with a few visiting Doers thrown in for good
measure, there are innumerable opportunities to seek
out information, share tips, tricks, and techniques about
anything and everything to do with cruising, and enjoy
the camaraderie that BCA is famous for.
For those who are focussed on prepping for
offshore, BCA offers the Vancouver Island Cruising
Experience. VICE is an opportunity for Dreamers to get
some offshore experience before they actually become
Doers. Here’s the concept: A fleet of BCA boats wait for
a weather window on the West Coast before sailing out
to sea, usually in late June / early July. The idea is to
leave in reasonable weather that is similar to what will

be experienced offshore. The boats head out into the
Pacific for two or three days before turning back. This
cruise provides participants with a chance to test their
boats and themselves – learning to cook, eat, sleep, test
offshore systems, communicate, and keep watch at sea.
Previous participants would say there is no preparation
for going offshore quite like going offshore. Thanks to
Carole and Ken Downes of the Vancouver Chapter who
are coordinating VICE this year and to Tom Baker for
providing the initial technical support to Carole and
Ken.
Thanks to Norm Cooper, Vancouver Education
Watchkeeper, BCA has recently strengthened its relationship with John and Amanda Neal (www.Mahina.
com). John and Amanda offered a sold-out workshop
for BCA in Vancouver in February, offered a 15%
discount on a subsequent seminar they held in Seattle
in March, and are already booked for February 21, 2015
in Vancouver and tentatively for February 28, 2015 in
Victoria. Encouraged by what they learned, some BCA
members have since registered for a multi-day sailing
expedition with John and Amanda to further develop
their sailing skills.
Yet another opportunity for BCA members to test
themselves is in place, thanks to a serendipitous meeting
BCA Past Commodore Boudewijn Neijens had with
Olivier Pitras, while in Germany a month or so ago.
Some dozen or so members crewed with Olivier aboard
Southern Star during his circumnavigation of North
America in 2008 and many more attended his presentation in Vancouver. Olivier is now offering a unique
opportunity to sail this summer (May − September)
across the North Atlantic via Iceland, along the western
coast of Greenland, and into the Canadian archipelago,
notably to Ellesmere Island. There are eight legs in
the expedition, and Olivier is offering BCA members
a discount of 25% or 50% depending on the leg. For
more information, see elsewhere in Currents and on
the website.
continued on page 6
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Fleets of Bluewater
Cruising Association
are making a last minute decision
to leave this year, it might be best to
wait until the Fleet of 2015 starts up
in September. If you do want to join
for the last two meetings just show up
at the meeting or contact Cameron at
vanfleet@bluewatercruising.org. The
dues are $50 per boat and include all
members of the crew.
Cameron and Marianne McLean
vanfleet@bluewatercruising.org

Vancouver Fleet

T

he March meeting on the 25th
covered various kits recommended from offshore race standards
such as ditch bags, first aid kits and
offshore medication kits.
The April meeting on the 22nd
will be a session on Safety At Sea
dealing with equipment, procedures
and scenarios.
New members are welcome.
However, at this late date unless you

Photo
Album
Cookie Cutter homewardbound, 2012. ‘Another cold
morning, but good to see the
sun trying to break through the
fog. Wonder if we’ll see any blue
sky above us today? So happy
to have this sou’souwester pushing us eastwards so quickly weather charts say it’ll continue
as we sail towards the top of the
Pacific High. Cookie Cutter is
giving us a fast passage home!
Now, what’s for breakfast?’
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Vancouver Island Fleet
and Weather Group

T

hree more boats joined in
January, so the VI Fleet now has
19 boats. At the March meetings,
Fleet members had presentations
on installation and grounding of HF
Radios, e-mail for Ham radios and
hand-held satellite communications.
Fleet meets every two weeks and the
cost to join is $60 per boat for the
year, which runs until early May.

If you are planning to sail offshore
in the next year or two, come join the
VI Fleet of 2014 which will have its
next meeting at 6:30 pm on April 9th
in the Discovery Room at RVYC, or
contact us at vifleet@bluewatercruising.org for more information and to
register.
Connie Morahan and Peter
McMartin, VI Fleet Coordinators
vifleet@bluewatercruising.org

CURRENT EVENTS
Calgary Club Night

Calendar
of

Events

HMCS TECUMSEH 1820 - 24th Street SW, Calgary, AB
Members $3.00, Non-Members $10.00
Tuesday, April 1, 2014 at 1930h (doors open at 1900h)
Harnessing Your Inner Captain Ron –
Dave and Jennie Wyness

APRIL

If it’s gonna happen, it’s gonna happen out there! Dave and Jennie Wyness
and their dog Dexter buy Cypraea, a 1984 Union 36, in Mexico and take it
out on a sailing adventure. Please see their blog for further information,
www.youmeandthed.blogspot.com

1 Calgary Club Night
9 Vancouver Club Night
15 VI – Victoria Club Night

Vancouver Club Night

17 VI – Nanaimo Club Night

Scottish Cultural Centre, 8886 Hudson Street, Vancouver, BC
Members $5.00, Non-Members $10.00
Wednesday, April 9, 2014 at 1930h (doors open at 1900h)
Traveling to San Francisco to see the America’s Cup – Members of the
Vancouver Rowing Club
A group of sailors from the Vancouver Rowing Club decided they wanted
to see the America’s Cup up close and personal, so off they went, down
the coast and back from Vancouver to San Francisco to see the race.
Experienced offshore sailor Pieter Smits, along with seasoned racer Alan
Slater, videographer and sailor Ian Cameron, and Wayne Bilko will share
details about their preparation, their adventures along the way, as well as the
final reward: watching Oracle Team USA win the race in San Francisco Bay.
They will share footage of exhilarating sailing as the fast vessels zoom by.
The group will also share their insights about the sail back home, beating up
the coast.

MAY
6 Calgary Club Night
14 Vancouver Club Night
17-19 Rendezvous
20 VI – Victoria Club Night
22 VI – Nanaimo Club Night

Vancouver Island – Victoria Club Night

Royal Victoria Yacht Club, 3475 Ripon Road, Victoria, BC
Members $5.00, Non-Members $10.00
Tuesday, April 15, 2014 at 1930h (doors open at 1900h)
Designing Super Yachts – Gregory Marshall, Naval Architect
Greg Marshall is a Canadian Super Yacht designer based in Victoria, BC.
He has more than 36 years in the industry. Together with business partner,
Gordon Galbraith, they run Gregory C. Marshall Naval Architects Ltd.
with a team of sixteen designers, interior designers, stylists, structural and
mechanical engineers, and naval architects.
Greg’s team is one of the few in the Super yacht industry that covers all of
the design disciplines in-house. Currently, the team has more than seven
projects on the go. These include six vessels ranging in length from 43 to 75
metres (± 140 – 245 feet).
Learn about the design and construction process of very large yachts; feel
free to bring your questions about Super yachts to this unique presentation.
continued on page 6

Fostering seamanship &
friendship for
people with an active
interest in offshore cruising
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Top Currents (cont’d)
From an operational perspective, much work has been
done on the website recently − have you checked out the
new Community Blogs, the Latest News, or the improvements to the Calendar and Education pages? Considerable
effort is also being made to address the challenges of not
having a Treasurer (there must be someone who can fill that
role − I promise it is not nearly as onerous as it once was!),
including contracting a bookkeeper, establishing a process
that will result in regular reconciliation of financial transactions (mostly education-related), and researching an easier
way for members to make payments by credit card.

And lastly, I continue to be amazed by the number of
emails that the Commodore and other Watchkeepers receive,
many of which present well-thought-out suggestions for
the consideration of either the Board or a Chapter Watch.
My thanks to all who find a few minutes to put fingers to
keyboard to share an idea, make an observation about how
we operate and what we might do better, and those who
forward vignettes about their cruising experiences and the
events that touch their lives. Please keep the mail coming!
Jennifer Handley
BCA Commodore

Welcome Aboard

The following are new members to BCA. We look forward to their participation in the Association.

Name

Boat

Chapter

Dennis Boehnert		

Calgary

29/01/2014

Jayson Henkel

Vancouver

29/01/2014

Fred Evetts		

Vancouver

30/01/2014

Wilf & Raija Williams

Voyager

Vancouver Island

03/02/2014

Greg Ball & Marvis Olson

Jeffery

Calgary

05/02/2014

Rhonda Schuller

Theodora

Vancouver

11/02/2014

Don Hutchison

Nootka

Vancouver

14/02/2014

Dave Crowe

Ancora

Vancouver

22/02/2014

Alex Kao

Delfin Salar

Vancouver

22/02/2014

Matt & Christine Obee

Senecio

Vancouver

03/03/2014

Triforce

CURRENT EVENTS
Vancouver Island – Nanaimo Club Night

Nanaimo Yacht Club, NW end of Townsite Road, Nanaimo, BC
Members $5.00, Non-Members $10.00
Thursday, April 17, 2014
Doors open at 19:00 Presentation at 19:30
18 Years of Sailing Together – Judith and Harry McPhie
Come and hear about a long and happy voyage of
togetherness. Judith and Harry’s trip began in Vancouver.
They travelled down the west coast and then out across the
South Pacific; Australia; SE Asia; India; to the Middle East;
6
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(cont’d)

the Atlantic; the Maderas; Canaries; the Caribbean; and
back through the Canal to cross their track 18 years
later. The last leg was back to Golfito, Costa Rica where
they put Vahana on a ship. She arrived in Victoria for
Canada Day, July 1, 2010.
In their presentation Harry and Judith have created a
dialogue complete with stories and poetry to examine
the challenges and delights of preparing and taking
the plunge into offshore cruising; an honest look at
relationships; the cruising community; the lifestyle;
and the wonder of travelling slowly along the coasts of
countries around the world.

Photo
Album

After the ‘to-do’ list has been
whittled down, this is the reward!
Carol and Kelly Arnold’s Cape Dory
Intrepid 40 Cutter, Intrepid II,
at anchor off Isla San Francisco, Sea
of Cortez, Mexico, April 2012.
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Education
EDUCATION
WATCH REPORTS

VANCOUVER
Norm Cooper, Vancouver Education Watchkeeper
vaneducation@bluewatercruising.org
Marine Offshore First Aid - Vic-Maui Course
– Saturday and Sunday – April 12th and 13th

CALGARY
Mike Gregory, Calgary Education Watchkeeper
caleducation@bluewatercruising.org
Heart Saver Course with AED
– Saturday, April 5th, 2014
This course is for individuals with no medical background.
The class will run approximately 3.5 - 4 hours and class size
is 10 participants. In the event that this course fills up, we
will host a second course.
Cost: $115.00/person plus GST = $120.75 and includes the
Heart Saver manual. Location: Foothill Medical Center at
the McCaig Tower Building, meeting room TBA

The main objective of this course is to provide training for
sailors planning to participate in offshore races, or passages
meeting the criteria of ISAF’s Special Regulations Category
1. This 2.5 day course includes content typically covered in
Marine First Aid plus extended material. See the Vic-Maui
web site for details and to register: http://www.vicmaui.org/
marine-first-aid
Lee Chesneau – Offshore Weather Meteorologist
– Saturday and Sunday, May 3rd and 4th
An introductory offshore weather seminar for sailors. Full
theory day followed by a full hands-on exercise day. Lee is
a top weather expert from the US and is a 40-year offshore
weather forecasting veteran. This event will be held at the
Vancouver Maritime Museum.

VANCOUVER ISLAND
Adam Wanczura, Education Watchkeeper
vieducation@bluewatercruising.org
First Aid Beyond the Gulf Islands − April 25 - 27
This course is specifically designed for boaters travelling
beyond the Gulf Islands. Other First Aid courses teach what
to do in the 30 minutes until the ambulance arrives. This
course teaches what to do when the ambulance will take
more than 30 minutes to arrive, or when there will be no
ambulance. To register, go to http://www.bluewatercruising.
org/events/event_details.asp?id=399355&group=
Under Development
Successful Life Raft Deployment, Righting, Boarding
and Rescue − Date TBD
This in-the-water course is directed primarily at fleet’s
leavers, and will be offered in spring.
Offerings from SNSYC
Diesel Maintenance − April 5 - 6
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Ben Gartside will instruct classroom sessions, mornings
at SNSYC, hands-on sessions afternoons at his shop on
Harbour Road. Phone SNSYC from Wednesday to Sunday,
4-9 PM at 250-656-4600 to register. This course is sold out
every year – register soon!

Ditty Bag
Happy 1-Year Anniversary,
Secchi Disk Citizen Science Project!
I am writing to you again about the
Secchi Disk Citizen Science project for
Seafarers to study the phytoplankton
and the associated Secchi app for
mobile devices that we launched this
time last year. You, the Bluewater
Cruising Association, were one of the
first groups to help us promote the
project to sailors.
Our project website is http://www.secchidisk.org.
The project’s first birthday was on February 21st, and
throughout our first year, the Secchi Disk Project received
a remarkable reception among sailors, and also among the
scientific, general, and sailing press.
We are thrilled with the way the project is going, the reception
is more than we could have hoped for, and seafarers’ participation has meant that this project is being talked about
very widely among Citizen Science circles as a success story,
which is all down to seafarers ‘making it happen’. I have met
(online) some remarkable sailors and sailing families. As we
hoped, sailors have also been very inventive with the materials
they have used to make their 30-cm white Secchi Disk, the
more unusual materials include a Vinyl LP, an aluminum road
sign, a Frisbee, and a disk cut from a ship’s toilet seat.
You can see the extent of participation by sailors around the
world by clicking on the DATA button on the project website.
You will see that we still need to reach out to the more remote
Southern Hemisphere region.
As well as proving popular among environmentally aware
sailors, the project has also been incorporated by scientific
organisations into their public outreach activities. The Swedish

Institute for the Marine Environment has
adopted the Secchi App as the data tool
for a new Secchi Disk citizen environmental monitoring programme that
they have rolled out in Swedish waters.
Ifremer in France is also recommending
the Secchi App via Phenomer and so is
Plancton du Monde.
The project is also proving a gateway
to studies of plankton by the many families who are sailing
the world and ‘home educating’ on board. We have been
introduced to some remarkable stories.
You can find free images under the PRESS PACK button of
the project website and much of the reporting of the project
appears under the NEWS section.
Although a year old, the project is still reliant upon awareness
and maintaining momentum.
Best wishes and thank you for your original help in promoting
the project to your members.
Richard
Dr Richard R Kirby
Marine Institute Research Fellow
Plymouth University

POSTAL ADDRESS
Marine Biological Association,
Citadel Hill, The Hoe,
Plymouth, PL1 2PB, UK
Tel: + 44 (0)1752 633231
www.SecchiDisk.org
www.Facebook.com/secchidisk
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On the Water
Special BCA Member Rates on
Southern Star’s Arctic Expedition this summer

M

any of you will remember French adventurer,
Olivier Pitras, who twice sailed the NorthWest Passage, the second time as part of a one-year
circumnavigation of North America with Southern
Star in 2008. Over a dozen BCA members crewed
on Southern Star on various legs of that fascinating
voyage, and Olivier presented his adventure during a
special club night in Vancouver.

This is a unique opportunity for BCA members to
sail across the North Atlantic via Iceland, and along the
spectacular western coast of Greenland. The Southern
Star is based in Tromsø, Norway and is perfectly
equipped for such cold water expeditions. Olivier has
20 years of experience sailing in Arctic waters and is
one of only a handful of sailors who has sailed the
Northwest Passage twice.

Olivier is now preparing his next Arctic expedition for this summer, and he has once again extended
a special offer to BCA members interested in joining
him on one or more legs of his new adventure, On
the Tracks of Fram’s Second Expedition. The Fram
is undoubtedly Norway’s most famous sailing vessel
and was used by Nansen, Sverdrup, and Amundsen
for three Arctic and Antarctic expeditions at the turn
of the 20th century. This summer, Southern Star will
follow the tracks of Sverdrup’s expedition along the
west coast of Greenland and north into the Canadian
Archipelago, most notably to Ellesmere Island.

You will find all the information about this
summer’s expedition on Olivier’s website, www.69nord.
com/english/programs/greenland_2014.html.
BCA members are entitled to a 25% discount on
legs 1-6 and 50% discount on legs 7-8. In order to take
advantage of this special offer, please do not use the
on-line registration system at 69nord.com, but email
Olivier at olivier@69nord.com, mentioning that you’re
a BCA member, to gain access to a special link with
the discounted pricing.

On the Water
Shaun Peck
Polyandra

2014 Music by the Sea in Bamfield

T

here will be another BURP (Bluewater Unofficial
Rendezvous Place) in Bamfield Inlet, July 5 – 13,
2014. Polyandra will be attending the ‘Music by the Sea’
festival again this year and it is expected that there will
be a gathering at 5pm on Saturday July 5th in Bamfield
inlet. It will be the usual BYOB and hors d’ouvres event.
Details of the festival, which will be in its seventh year,
are found at http://www.musicbythesea.ca/.
This will be the third year that BCA has had a BURP
to coincide with the festival. This year there will be boats
from the Ocean Cruising Club and the Royal Victoria
Yacht Club attending, and there will be an opportunity to

10
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join them at events that are being planned. If you plan to
attend, please email Shaun Peck at shspeck@gmail.com
so that approximate numbers can be determined, and to
enable communication of any additional information. This
BURP may be of interest to those taking part in VICE.
For those who like to hear chamber music and jazz
(in the same concerts) performed by outstanding professional musicians, in a spectacular and intimate setting
overlooking Barkley Sound, you will find ‘Music by the
Sea’ a worthwhile destination for a summer cruise.
Shaun Peck
Polyandra

NOTICE
THIS IS NO APRIL FOOLS JOKE!
BCA has two Board positions that
require filling by skilled, committed,
and enthusiastic members!
The Vice Commodore:
• Acts in the Commodore’s absence
•	Coordinates the Vancouver Boat Show display
• Organizes the Annual General Meeting
•	Assists coordination of Rendezvous as
required
•	Assists revenue development through
education and events
•	Initiates marketing to assist membership
development

The Treasurer:
• Receiving and dispersing of finances
•	Maintaining financial records for all
receipts and disbursements
• Liaising with BCA’s bank
•	Coordinating Vancouver club night receipts (if based in Vancouver)
•	Coordinating the preparation of the annual budget
•	Preparing monthly financial statements, September – June
• Preparing the Annual Financial Statement
• Serving on the Finance Committee
Join the BCA team as the organization’s Vice Commodore or Treasurer. In
return, you’ll receive free admission into club nights, an official BCA badge,
and a special burgee! Orientation to the position will be provided.
Contact Commodore Jennifer Handley,
commodore@bluewatercruising.org, to volunteer.

YACHTING
YACHTING
MONTHLY

YACHTING
MONTHLY

100 best bits ever
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On the Water
MAY RENDEZVOUS

Dreaming of the

SOUTH PACIFIC ?
Join us at the BCA Rendezvous!
May 17, 18 and 19, 2014
Bedwell Harbour, Pender Island
Bring your warmest pareo or lava lava, frangipani lei, and
tiare flowers, and we can all dream together!
Hosts: Tanya van Ginkel and Scott Chapman

VICE
2014

�

virendezvous@bluewatercruising.org

T

here is no preparation for going offshore quite like being offshore.
You can do this by joining VICE 2014 (Vancouver Island Cruising
Experience). Each year a number of BCA vessels from all three chapters
get together online to plan a multi-day offshore trip, usually in late June/
early July. They wait for a weather window on the West Coast of Vancouver
Island before sailing out to sea. The idea is to leave in reasonable weather
that is similar to what you will be experiencing on your offshore voyage.
The boats head out into the Pacific for two or three days, sailing towards
a selected GPS destination before turning back. This shakedown cruise
will give you a chance to test your boats and yourselves – cooking, eating,
sleeping, using offshore systems, communicating and keeping watch at
sea – the skills you will need when you leave on your real voyage. VICE
also gives you the opportunity to practice maneuvers like heaving to and
deploying a drogue or storm anchor – best practiced before Mother Nature
puts you to the test!
Boats that participate in VICE are often looking for crew. This is a golden
opportunity for boatless dreamers to experience life on board prior to buying
and equipping a boat.
If you are interested (no commitment necessary), please e-mail the VICE
Coordinators through the BCA website, www.bluewatercruising.org. They
will help you get in touch with the VICE Fleet so that you can join in the
planning. For further information on previous VICE trips, read the articles
in these past copies of Currents: December 2007, December 2008, December
2009, November 2010, October 2011, and October 2012.
Ken and Carole Downes
VICE 2014 Coordinators

12
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Ditty Bag
RCMP Captain
Ken Burton Appointed
Interim Director
of Vancouver
Maritime Museum
VANCOUVER, BC (February 2014) — The Vancouver Maritime
Museum Board of Trustees is pleased to announce the
appointment of RCMP Captain Ken Burton to the position of
Executive Director of the Vancouver Maritime Museum (VMM).
This is an interim appointment and Captain Burton will remain
in the role while an international search is conducted for a
permanent Director.

“It is a little like coming home,” commented Captain Burton as
he inspected the original St. Roch on his first day at the helm.
“This is a magical place and everyone in Vancouver, or visiting
the area, needs to experience this remarkable facility.”
“We are both excited and pleased that Captain Burton has agreed
to the interim role and look forward to this next stage in the
museum’s history,” says Dr. Craig Beattie, President, Board of
Trustees, Vancouver Maritime Museum.

About the Vancouver Maritime Museum
The Vancouver Maritime Museum is Canada’s principal
maritime museum on the Pacific. For over 50 years, it has
been Pacific Canada’s premier link to maritime history, art,
culture, industry, and technology. For more information visit
www.vancouvermaritimemuseum.com.

Captain Burton has been released from his regular duties as the
Administration Officer at the Royal Canadian Mounted Police,
Pacific Region Training Centre in Chilliwack, to facilitate this
appointment.
“I look forward to a dynamic and exciting time,” says Burton.
“I am very grateful for the trust that the Vancouver Maritime
Museum has in me and the support of the RCMP for this
partnership.”
In 2000, Captain Burton was the commander of the RCMP
Patrol Vessel Nadon during the Vancouver Maritime Museum
epic re-creation of the voyage of the original St Roch. In that
year the Patrol Vessel Nadon – along with support from an
all-volunteer crew on the Canadian Coast Guard vessel Simon
Fraser − completed a record-setting, 169-day, 24,000 nautical
mile circumnavigation of North America through the Northwest
Passage. The voyage was part of the Canadian government’s
millennium celebrations.
The Vancouver Maritime Museum, located at Kits Point in
Vancouver, is the home of a world-class collection of maritime
artifacts, a maritime research library, the Henry Larsen rare
book library, and, of course, the RCMP Patrol Vessel St Roch.
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ex-Shannon
The Accident that Shouldn’t Have
Happened

A

s many of you know, we sailed our
Ontario 32, Shannon, south from Victoria, BC to
Mexico in the fall of 2011. During that trip we met, and
became good friends with, many very special people;
cruisers just like us, each with their own story and each on
their own personal journey.
One of these people was John Spicher, a special young
man who had a story a little closer to home for us. John’s boat,
Time Piece, is a Graham Shannon design, Coast 34, and she
was built right here in British Columbia by Mr. Jack Klock.
Jack built her from a roll of paper plans over the course of
seven years, throughout which he dreamed of sailing her
offshore. Unfortunately, life’s circumstances intervened and
he was not able to do so. He eventually sold the boat to, in
his words, “an awesome young man,” John Spicher, and John
has been living the life Jack dreamed of ever since. Their
meeting has developed into a life-long friendship, and Jack
shares our sorrow at the shock of an accident that shouldn’t
have happened, and the serious injuries incurred by a ‘special
young man’ just trying to help another human being.
John, like many cruisers, has become enamored with
the beautiful Sea of Cortez and, until one morning in midFebruary, was cruising in the waters north of La Paz.
The accident should never have happened... and I
believe you will agree after you read the account below
(provided, in most part, by Tom Brown, Eagle, La Paz, MX).
On February 18, 2014, John [Spicher] on Time Piece
was very badly injured, doing what John can usually be
found doing... helping someone else. In this case, another
boater in the anchorage was operating his very large (15 17') dinghy with a large outboard (30-40 HP) but without
wearing his safety kill switch lanyard. He, for whatever
reason, was thrown from the boat. The aforementioned kill
switch lanyard would have immediately turned off the motor,
had it been engaged. Instead, the situation quickly became
that of a run-away dinghy spinning wildly in circles, with
the owner/operator in the water and no longer in control.
John quickly jumped into his dinghy and went to pull the
man from the water, all the time watching the run-away
dinghy carefully. John managed to get the swimmer into
his dinghy and was making his way back to shore, when
14
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the run-away boat struck an anchored sailboat, and
changed course... directly at John. The runaway
dinghy ran right over the top of John, throwing him
and his newly acquired passenger into the water. John was
not immediately aware that his left foot, ankle, and lower
left leg had been struck by the prop, leaving them very
badly mangled.

ONTARIO 32
Carolyn Daley

Then, to add insult to injury, the run-away − still spinning in
deadly circles − ran right back over John just as he got back
into his dinghy. This time, it landed right on top of him and
pinned him down. He was not hit by the prop this time, but
in pushing the boat away and off of himself, he landed back
in the water again. John was rescued by a local Mexican
captain who helped stop the bleeding (an artery had been
severed), got him to the beach, and
arranged for an ambulance.
By 2 PM that afternoon, with Jeanne
Walker (Eagle) accompanying him,
John was on a Medevac flight to
University of California, San Diego
Trauma Centre.

John in hospital,
in good spirits.

At the time of this writing, John remains in hospital after
numerous surgeries and medical evaluations. He has a long
road ahead of him and the extent of his recovery has yet to
be determined. As well, the cost for his care and recovery
will be high.
A PayPal account has been established for those of us
who wish to make a donation to help him cover the many
expenses that are occurring. It is: SVTimePiece@Gmail.
com and can be reached via www.paypal.com/us/webapps/
send-money-online.
Further information about John and his recovery is
available on www.sailblogs.com/member/bigleftturn/.
I have sent out this notice for two reasons.
The first is, of course, to invite some assistance and
support for John. He is a good man. He did a good thing;
and he will bear the scars of his deed for the rest of his life.
If you can help, even a little, please do... and thank you.
The second reason is to provide all of us with a reminder
of the harsh reality that can follow the careless act of not
clipping on our OB safety kill switch lanyard. For all of our
sakes... please wear yours.

Thanks for listening... and for joining me in wishing
John a speedy and full recovery. Sailors caring for sailors....
we are family.
Carolyn Daley
Update: John’s out of the hospital... but not out of the woods.
Sadly, his foot required amputation. He’s now convalescing
at his brother Jim’s home. In the words of Jeanne Walker
(SV Eagle):
John ...slept almost through the night. He woke up and saw
it was too early to take a pain pill, so he went back to sleep,
waking early in the morning. Fortunately, the pain level is
decreasing and his need for some good sleep is being met.
Jim has put John on a schedule... there’s no laying around
on the sofa with bonbons and channel surfing for this guy!
John was a bit surprised when Jim handed him a physiotherapy schedule and the directions to “Do three sets of
these before I get home”. I think John promptly went and
took a nap!
The day before he was checked out, we learned that he
needed a medication that is administered by injection.

Rio Dulce, Guatemala

Blank looks all around and the eyes finally settled on John
and Jim. Jim has taken on the task of giving John his meds
daily... Gotta find Jim the white starched nurse’s cap! They
still wear those here in Mexico!
Chuck arrived shortly after Jim and Nao headed off to work.
He fixed John a “wonderful breakfast” − John’s words – and
then some good conversation, followed by a nap for John
and a walk around the neighborhood for Chuck. Their task
for today is to search for a wheelchair for temporary use.
That way John can go along on walks and excursions that
might otherwise be too tiring on the walker or crutches.

While the emergency part of this story is over, the
need for help is still great. The ‘emergency’ part was quite
depleting financially. For the long run, John is looking at
quite a bit of rehab, physical therapy, and then getting fitted
for his new foot. If you’d like to help out, donations can be
made through the following ways:
PayPal using the account SVTimepiece@gmail.com or
for direct deposit/wire transfer, please contact Tom at bigleftturn@hotmail.com for instructions. Thank you.

Homers’ Odyssey

FRASER 41 CUTTER
and W 88 43.9 on a heading of 188°T with
omers’ Odyssey is a Canadian-flagged
no problems. For vessels drawing 7' or more,
Stan & Lynn Homer
sailboat registered in Victoria, BC. She
there is a local service available to be heeled
first arrived in the Rio Dulce (sweet water)
over and assisted across the bar. The local check-in agent is
area of Guatemala in April 2011 from Cartegena, Columbia
Raul, who speaks good English and is very helpful. Raul can
via Providencia and the Bay Islands of Honduras.
also arrange for the bar assistance if required. Contact him at
Most vessels arriving into Guatemala will use the
SERVAMAR (502) 5510-9104 or navieraservamar@gmail.
anchorage a couple of miles inside Tres Puntas as an
com. Anchor inside the bar just off the town of Livingston
overnight stop, or to wait for the high tide at the Livingstone
and Raul, along with the appropriate officials, will come out
bar. Tres Puntas is a good anchorage in anything from NNE
to your vessel to collect passports and start your check-in.
to SSE, which covers all normal trade wind directions.
Usually within an hour, you can go ashore to Raul’s office and
Should one experience significant NW to SW winds, there
pick up your passports and entrance documents and be on
is good protection a few miles further into the bay in Bahia
your way upriver. You will have been issued a 3-month visa
La Grasiosa behind the spit.
and at the end of three months, your boat can get a 1-year
extension. Livingstone is only accessible by boat since there
Depths at the Livingstone bar are 5 to 5.5 feet at low
are no connecting roads.
water and so with 1.5 to 2 foot tides occurring most months,
most normal draft keel boats can cross over the mud and
silt bottom from the Sea Buoy located at approx N 15 50.1

H
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Homer’ Odyssey... (cont’d)

Have your camera ready for
hundreds of boats that are either
the trip up the first few miles of
permanently or seasonally moored
the Rio, as you will be travelin the Rio is that it is safe from
ling through a beautiful winding
hurricanes, not a common asset
canyon with lots of wildlife and
in most of the Caribbean. One is
locals fishing from small canoes
now 20 miles upriver in an area
called cayucas. If the sun is out,
that is not known for hurricanes
this can be a very impressive first
and two of the most damaging
experience in Guatemala. After
effects of hurricanes, high surge
about 8 miles of twisting and
and open water fetch, cannot
turning with good water depths,
occur. Guatemala also offers many
one enters El Golfete, which is a
sightseeing options from Mayan
widening area of the river forming
temples such as Tikal to moderate
Sightseeing is Guatemala is a feast for the eyes. Such is the case
a lake. Depths in the Golfete are in
temperature
villages high in the
with Lago Atitlan.
the 12 to 16 foot range and Freya
mountains nestled between extinct
Rausher’s cruising guide covers all of
and active volcanoes. Antigua is a
the Rio and Golfete.
very popular destination located about
one hour drive from the International
Just as one enters the Golfete, there
Airport in Guatemala City. Two main bus
are several small bays to port with
companies, Litegua and Linea Dorada,
names like Texan Bay (Los Duartes
offer frequent bus service, approxiBay), Cayo Quemado, and Gringo Bay
mately 5 hours, to and from Guatemala
(Buena Vista). Many boater services are
City and Fronteras.
offered in this area. Rigging, sail repair,
short- and long-term moorage, bar and
restaurant, woodwork and refrigeration
servicing were all available at the time
of writing. Just ask and someone will
point you in the right direction!
At the west end of El Golfete the
Rio narrows again and you will now be
entering the Fronteras area. Fronteras
is a small town located along the main
highway between Guatemala City,
Belize, and Mexico. Watch your
toes when you are provisioning
in town and competing for road
space while two semi-trailers try
to squeeze in between all the street
vendors set up on both sides of
the road!

Tikal, a local Mayan temple, is under restoration.

There are three boat haul-out facilities in the Fronteras area. Ram Marina
has a 75T travel lift, Abels has two
marine ways suitable for most catamarans as well as a 75T travel lift. The
newest yard, Nana Juana, has a hydraulically operated trailer with arms that can
be adapted to fit many different style
boats. There are two marine surveyors
available, Casey and Captain John, as
well as quality services for woodworking, stainless steel welding,
sail building as well as repair, diesel
mechanics, outboard repair (Oscar
is very good), fibreglass work,
and upholstery. As an example of
labour rates, at our marina we pay
$4US/hour for any of the three
young lads to clean, wax, varnish,
polish SS, etc. and they are good
workers.

Fronteras has more than
twenty small marinas, ranging in
One of the three fuel docks in the Fronteras area.
size from 10 to over 30 boats. In
addition, there are many foreign
Three fuel docks are available and keel boats can go
and Guatemalan-owned boats moored at private docks
alongside
all of them. Diesel is approximately $5US per US
along the river in this area. The prime reason for the
gal (2013).
16
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Casa Guatemala also brought supplies in a launcha twice
a week, Thursdays and Saturdays, around to the marinas.
Guatemala has the best pork products, even in comparison
with North America. Several stores specialize in some North
American products, which is a bonus. Although there are
no supermarkets, there is one store owned by WalMart
that carries mostly local items, as well as liquor and BBQ
chickens and has a butcher shop in it. Provisioning your
boat in Fronteras prior to leaving the Rio Dulce can be a lot
of fun, while using your dinghy in fresh water to test things
out before you depart for the open ocean.

Sails are made or repaired in an open-air sail loft.

Marine materials and hardware are available in several
different locations and Ram Marine just opened (Christmas
2013) a new store that deals with West Marine gear and has
an excellent SS nut and bolt selection. Any marina will assist
you in locating good local boat services. Moorage costs for the
hurricane season currently range from $200 - 300US/month,
with $275 being the average. Services at the marinas will vary
but several have night security, bar or restaurant, swimming
pool, launcha service to town, as well as laundry services.
Mario’s Marina, where we have moored the past three seasons,
even has a volleyball court! Many of these marinas are only
accessible by water as few roads exist alongside the river.
Speaking of security, we have moored Homers’ Odyssey in
the Fronteras area for three seasons as well as traveled within
Guatemala many times beginning in 2007 and, with the aid
of some common sense, we have never had a security issue.
We only lock our boat when we are gone for longer periods
of time such as overnight.

If you have difficulty sourcing any item or service, check
in on VHF CH 69 at 0730h Monday to Saturday and someone
will gladly assist you. CH 68 is the normal hailing frequency
in this area.
The Rio Dulce is a great base to use while exploring the
NW Caribbean during the cruising season. It is also used by
many cruisers who choose to live aboard during hurricane
season.

There are many ATMs in Fronteras as well as at least
five banks and a Western Union outlet, several small pharmacias (drug stores), as well as two hardware stores and one
automotive store where oil and belts can be located. There
is a medical clinic here as well, and a good English-speaking
dentist, Dr Sonia, located in Morales, about 35 minutes by
colectivo (bus).
Provisioning is good with many street vendors selling
good quality fruits and vegetables. Hard liquor, beer, and
wine are cheap and quality meats and cheeses can be found
in several locations. We often buy these from the Casa
Guatemala stores as their profits support an orphanage just
downstream from Fronteras. In fact, at the time of writing,
17
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Out of the Mediterranean and into the
Atlantic

A

Fairwyn

fter Fairwyn crossed the Atlantic in
2008, we thought we might try to sell
her in Europe, since classic boats are more popular there
than they are on the North American west coast. We had
owned the 1957 boat since 1982 and felt that it was time for
her to find a younger or richer owner since the maintenance
was getting to be a burden. To make selling her easier in
Europe, we paid the Value Added Tax in the Azores, since
tax-paid status would make her more appealing to European
buyers. Tax-paid status also had the benefit of allowing us to
keep Fairwyn anywhere in EU countries for more than the
18 months allowed to non-tax paid boats. (North American
boats that do not have tax-paid status have to leave Europe
every 18 months for non-EU places like Turkey, Tunisia,
Albania, or Norway before returning.)

The Azores was a good choice since for whatever reason
(one can guess), the customs officers make paying the tax
there appealing, with both the valuation (surprisingly low)
and the percent tax, 14% in the Azores compared to 20-21%
charged elsewhere.
However, after having tried to sell Fairwyn through a
British broker and on the internet in Europe for five years, we
decided to bring her home. We had done summer cruising in
the Western Mediterranean, mainly tied in marinas, unfortunately, and enjoyed the land trips, culture, and food. However,
we are not getting any younger and the responsibility of
maintaining a classic boat hangs heavy.
Last spring when we were getting ready to leave our
winter moorage in Marina di Ragusa, Sicily, Susan and Ron

Just Add Water.

Scan to watch a video
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Pedersen on Gemini from Maryland realized
that the crews on several boats from the UK,
New Zealand, Sweden, Germany, Canada,
and the US were considering crossing the
Atlantic in the winter. Susan made some muffins and invited
interested cruisers to bring their coffee and gather on Gemini
to talk about the crossing. As a result, we formed a loose group
called the Atlantic Crossing Group. None of us wanted to
be involved with the ARC and its siblings, not only because
it is very expensive but also because we did not want to be
constrained by a schedule.

SPARKMAN AND STEPHENS
42' YAWL
Nancy and Stephen Carlman

Boats left Marina di Ragusa at different times in the spring
and made their way variously toward Gibraltar during the
summer. We hauled Fairwyn in Malta for bottom painting
and to repair a leak in the port water tank, then went to
Tunisia, Sardinia, and the Mediterranean coast of Spain. From
Cartagena in Spain we crossed 180 miles to Melilla, a small
Spanish enclave on the Mediterranean coast of Morocco.

Melilla

M

elilla has historic roots extending to the Phoenicians
and has belonged to various different rulers since
that time. In 1497 the Spanish conquered the area and have
resisted Moroccan claims ever since. Melilla was once a
port for transhipping lead and iron from the mines of the
Moroccan Rif Mountains. That commerce has ceased, but
a railway bridge from nowhere, the loading facilities, and a
small locomotive remain as historic monuments. A government office building on the shore has a freestanding tower
with an observation deck, but despite the fact that it was built
in the 1990s, it is no longer open. A sign mentions maintenance work, but the tourist office told us the tower would
probably never open again. Both Melilla
and Ceuta, which we later visited, are
anomalies and are often mentioned by
the Moroccans when Spain raises the
prospect of taking over Gibraltar.
In the meantime, Spain pours money
into both enclaves, money that goes for
sculptures, promenades, gardens, tourist
sites like forts and museums, and other
amenities. The people look prosperous, the cars are new, and the contrast
between these enclaves and the surrounding Moroccan countryside is marked.

Bullfighting is still a flourishing business in Melilla.

In Melilla, both the marina and
the fuel are cheap by Mediterranean
standards, and we could have a threecourse lunch with wine or beer in the
Casino Militar (not a gambling spot
but a bar and restaurant) for 10 Euros
each (less than $12). We had a beer
and lunch at a pub on the outside
of the bullring and were invited to
see the inside. Although bullfighting
is frowned upon and illegal in some
of Spain, it flourishes in Melilla, as
the condition of the bullring would
indicate.

The ‘royally’ manicured golf course in Meknes.

the Royal Golf Course in Meknes. The
story is that Hassan II, father of the
present king Mohammed V, liked to
play golf. So he decided to have a golf
course built next to his palace in the
Imperial City in Meknes. A nine-hole
course was duly built within the walls
of the royal enclosure and opened in
1969. You can imagine the difficulty of
maintaining a golf course, essentially in
the desert. One guidebook says visitors
can arrange to play the course; another
does not mention it.

As we were walking back from
visiting Moulay, Ismail’s 17th century
Fez and Meknes
granary and giant water storage facility,
rom Melilla, we crossed the border
we saw the gate to the golf course open.
into Morocco to visit Fez and
Nothing ventured, nothing gained. We
Meknes by train from the border town
walked through and were not chalof Nabor. Moroccan trains are cheap,
An inside view of Dar Anebec Riad.
lenged by the guard at the gate. A
even in first class, and comfortable.
bulletin board featured the results of
(Yes, Fez or Fes is the original source
a
youth
tournament
a week before with participants from
of the red hats with the tassels.)
Tunisia and Dubai as well as Morocco. Down a path we
In both Fez and Meknes, we stayed in riads. These are
followed signs to the clubhouse, past fairways, greens, tees,
large family houses in the medinas (old towns) converted
and sand traps (of course), all beautifully manicured. We saw
into B&Bs, with modern plumbing and Moroccan décor and
groundskeepers but no golfers.
food. Both of the B&Bs we stayed in were rather hard to find
The clubhouse was up some steps and built out from
among the twisting, narrow, unmarked lanes of the medinas,
the
castle
wall. There a lone waiter was watching television.
even though we had been given directions. We ‘did’ all the
We
asked
if we could have a coffee. He at first said yes, but
sights: the mosques, the museums, the souks, the fortresses,
then
apologized
and said the coffee machine did not work.
the gates, but since we had been to Tangier previously and
had spent some time in Tunisia, nothing was new to us except
19
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Fairwyn... (cont’d)

The moat of the ancient fortress.

Fairwyn in Hercules Marina, Ceuta.

So Stephen asked for a Coca Cola,
and when I said I’d have one, too,
the waiter said there was only one.
Even though it was early October
and warm, he intimated that the
season was about over, despite the
restaurant tables that were set with
cutlery and glasses.

Ceuta

A

n overnight motorsail in light
winds took us west from
Melilla to Ceuta, just across the
Strait of Gibraltar from Gibraltar.
Again the moorage and fuel were
inexpensive, and Hercules Marina
has a self-service washing machine
for sailors’ use. Ferries go back
and forth to Algeciras, Spain −
Statue of Portugal’s Henry the Navigator, who was
The huge statue of Hercules overlooks the harbour.
across the bay from Gibraltar −
responsible for early European exploration and
maritime trade.
several times a day, and sailing
schools in Gibraltar have students
from the marina to the north, and all the buildings have views
sail to Ceuta and back as part of their course. The marina
of the water. A short canal leads fishing boats, kayaks, and
washrooms rarely had toilet paper, although the office would
small motorboats through what used to be the moat of the
provide it if asked. I’m pretty sure I saw a woman going in
main fortress from one side of the peninsula to the other.
and out of the toilets stealing the rolls.
The Portuguese conquered Ceuta in 1415, at the
The Carthaginians founded Ceuta in the 5th century BC.
beginning of their maritime expansion. A statue of Henry
The Romans saw the strategic value of its peninsular setting
the Navigator stands near the shore – pointing to the ferry
and fortified it. The peninsula is particularly attractive because
that ironically goes to Spain. The Portuguese held Ceuta until
it has protected beaches to the south, only a ten-minute walk
1668 when it was ceded to Spain, supposedly at the request
of the inhabitants.
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This tile reproduction is of a 1664 painting of Ceuta.

The remaining sections of Roman walls are being maintained, and the free museum tells the story of Ceuta. As in
Melilla, gardens are beautifully kept, and statues and tile
paintings adorn the promenade along the north shore. Just
inside the fort over the canal is a tile reproduction of a 1664
painting of Ceuta with its fortress hills somewhat exaggerated.

The public market offers fresh fish, meat, vegetables,
fruit, and baked goods at reasonable prices.

The public market is a five-minute walk past a gigantic
statue of Hercules that overlooks the marina.
The market has fresh fish, meat, eggs, vegetables and
fruit. A popular bakery sells not only French bread but
also various Moroccan breads and pastries. Since Ceuta is a
duty-free port, there are car dealers everywhere with posted
prices that seem quite inexpensive to us. Cruisers are happy
to find a Lydl outlet with the familiar European products at
reasonable prices.

Westward Ho!

A

long with several other boats that planned to cross the
Atlantic this winter, including some that had paid to be
part of the ARC, we left Ceuta to head west through the Strait
of Gibraltar. As did all the other crews, we read and consulted
and read again to find out the best time to leave Ceuta to have
the tidal current with us in the Strait: two hours after high
tide in Gibraltar? Four hours after high tide? Despite trying
to follow the best advice, we had a strong current against us
for six hours. Sometimes we were travelling at only 0.5 knots
over the bottom, bucking waves created by wind against tide,
reminiscent of BC’s inside passage.
Finally off Tangier, the current turned to our favour,
and we were able to pull out the genoa and sail out into the
Atlantic.
Stephen and Nancy
Fairwyn
En route to Somewhere
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Checking in from Banderas Bay

W

KELLY-PETERSON 46 CUTTER
Chuck Gauthier and
Karen Thomas

e spent slightly more than a month
in the La Cruz anchorage. It was
great, but in a different way. Firstly, we
dealt with the issue that brought us to La Cruz: the sails.
We met with Tony Morrelli and he did repairs and tune-ups
on both our main sail and genoa. I won’t go into detail, but
we thought he did a great job and had great ideas on how to
make the sails work better. One thing led to another and we
are now sporting a new stack pack for the main, which is a
simpler way of storing the main and has other advantages
like easier reefing. The main sail is now loose-footed, which
is something I thought I wanted for some time. So that was
a big success and at the same time I did some modifications
on the rig to tighten up the forestay and then, of course,
there are always other things to be repaired while at anchor.

anchor. There is a daily net where cruisers
communicate about many subjects, and
those who are more permanent in the area
keep records on annual rainfall. In the
12-plus years of records, there had never been measurable
rainfall in December. Through the period I mentioned, there
were multiple inches of rainfall recorded and the water was
flowing down the streets of La Cruz during the downpours.
Eventually that passed and we were back to the sunny tropical
paradise we are used to enjoying.

The weather was quite unusual for an extended period:
Rain, thunder, lightning, and the associated rolly seas at

Stormy weather in Banderas Bay.

Socially we had a great time in amongst the boat projects.
We were invited to a real Christmas dinner, turkey and all,
at some of our land-based friends. Don and Sonny were
instrumental in getting that together and we thank them for
a great time. We had a quiet New Year’s on the boat, taking
in the fireworks all around Banderas Bay. The Mexicans just
love fireworks and they go off on many occasions, but New
Year’s is especially active.
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Our favourite band is back together and great as ever
even though the young guitar player has now gone off to
music school. The new guitar player is definitely up to the
task and although I know nothing about music, I know he is
great. The only problem is that they only play in the adjacent
town, Bucerias, and so going to see them regularly isn’t as
easy as before. I am still waiting to get a complete fill of their
music because they get better and better as the night goes
on, so you need to stay to the very end to see their best. I
am still craving more Pacific Rock. Maybe we will get that
on the way north. There is a new top ten band in Mexico by
the name of Luna Rumba. They are three musicians: a fiddler
(and guitar player), a percussionist (with more toys than I
have had hot suppers) and a guitar/vocalist. They play some
kind of Latin fusion-type music that is amazing.

Then there was a great trip up into
a nearby mountainous jungle area to
some hot pools with Don and Eddie. At
least 20 individual pools, each made of
rock and cement, and each with its own
water control valve so you can adjust the
temperature. And because of the jungle
coverage, it is pleasantly cool up there.
We stopped at a little town about five or
so miles before getting to the hot pools.
We got some cold beer and returned the
empties on the way home, while stopping
for a feed of shrimp at the same time.
We also attended the last of the
famous Linda Joy garden parties. She is a
good friend who has lived in La Cruz for
years, maybe thirteen or so. She lives on
a lot that she has turned into an amazing
outdoor garden paradise, perfect for huge parties that traditionally have been held annually. LJ is leaving La Cruz to go
on the road for 8 months or so and the garden is going the
way of the dinosaur. She decided to have one last party and
it was a great one. I am sure there is more on the social side
but you get the idea, lots of things to do and enjoy.

Hot tubs and cold cervasas!

One of the other things we did was attend a number
−maybe eight or nine − seminars related to various cruising
subjects of interest. Because Banderas Bay is a common
jumping off spot for travels to the South Pacific, there is a
fabulous set of seminars organized on topics of interest for
those getting ready to make the 3000 nm passage to French
Polynesia. We had to travel to Nuevo Vallarta for most of
them, so that involves two buses each way and takes up the
best part of the day. Time well spent and inspiring to meet
some of the other cruisers with similar interests.
Our intention was to leave on the next full moon, 16th
of January, if the winds were right, but we didn’t quite make
it. We did set sail on the 21st of January with forecast NW
winds to carry us south, destination Tenacatita. Another
paradise both in physical location and the cruiser community
found there.

South of Banderas Bay
Linda Joy’s swan-song garden party.

We even went sailing one day in the bay with LJ and
Sylvia to try out the new sail modifications and rig changes
and it was a beautiful afternoon in the typical SW thermal
winds. There are a few places we would still really like to
explore in Banderas Bay so we have that on the to-do list.
There is great cruising and weather is typically predictable
in the Bay, which is great for sailing and whale watching.
Some of you should come down and join us next time we
are in the Bay.

W

e left La Cruz and Banderas Bay about 1100h on the
21st of January. We motored for a couple of hours
to charge the batteries because of ongoing issues with the
batteries and charging system and to top off the water tanks.
Then we set sail in the NW wind and had a nice reach out to
Cabo Corrientes, which is the headland at the south corner
of Banderas Bay, known for its accelerated winds as you
round the corner. We continued on that reach until we were
about 20 nm offshore, to stay out of the way of the long line
fishermen who are often out working the shelf closer in.
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The winds were picking up and we decided to try out our
new reefing system. Since night was approaching, we even
put in the second reef while we were at it. We turned south
and the wind was now 22 knots gusting 26 and we had a
nice comfortable ride all night with a double-reefed main
and half the genoa out.
As dawn approached, the wind faded and we motored
for a couple of hours. Then the forecast SW wind filled in to
the point we could beat the rest of the way to Tenacatita with
two tacks. We were able to sail right into the Bay.
Tenacatita is truly a paradise. The water is warm (about
81º F when we were there), clean, and there is a beautiful
beach. There is lots to do. Swimming, snorkelling, scuba
diving, an estuary you can explore by dinghy and a beach
palapa where you can get a cold drink after a game of bocce
ball.
The highlight of the week is the Mayor’s raft-up on Friday
evening, before sunset. Tenacatita has a mayor, Robert, from
the sailing vessel Harmony and he organizes the raft-up.
Appetizers are brought by each boat and passed around and
people bring something to drink as well. This particular
Friday night, there were about twenty boats that met in a
quiet corner of the Bay. We all tied together, directed by
Robert, until we were all in a big circle. Each week there is a
question that each boat must answer and this particular week
the question was “Tell us about your life that brought you to
this point”. Robert started and his story was very inspiring,

Perfect overnight sailing conditions.

as were many of the other stories that followed. It certainly
was a great way to come to understand how special all the
people were that were sharing the Bay at this time.
Tenacatita is a place where people come and stay for
weeks, but we had plans to continue south to Zihuatanejo
and take in Sail Fest. We had never been south of Barra de
Navidad, that is the next bay south of Tenacatita. We were
anxious to go to Manzanillo, which many people rave about
as a cruising destination, on the way to Zihuatanejo. For
us, going to Z-town (as it is affectionately referred to by the
cruisers) was a tough decision, because the 220 nm trip is
known for its light winds and the necessity of motoring,
which we try our best to avoid. But we really wanted to go
and see the place at least once, so we set off on Saturday
about 1300h, the day after the Mayor’s raft up, because there
was a NW wind blowing.
We got out and the wind was
better than expected, about 16
knots. With the spinnaker flying,
we were sailing miles that we
wouldn’t have to motor. The wind
held up until sunset when, as
predicted, it was down to about
12 knots. We expected the wind
to continue to diminish and so
contrary to our usual overnight
sailing plans, I decided to keep
flying the kite. We continued to
click off the miles, but not without
concern.

Tenacatita’s beach: a bit of paradise.
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That stretch of water is close
to one of the big international
freighter ports and so there is
lots of freighter traffic. Generally

speaking, we get information on all the big ships via an
AIS system that gives us data on each ship including name,
identifying MMSI number, course, speed and also calculates
the CPA (closest point of approach in nm) and TCPA (time
to CPA). Of the numerous ships we were passing, there were
two on collision course with us. We contacted the ships
because when flying a spinnaker our manoeuvrability is more
difficult. They were kind enough to alter course to allow us
to continue without needing to jibe the spinnaker or take it
down. We continued until about 2200h, but the wind was
rising, not settling as expected, and when it started hitting
20 knots it was definitely time to douse the chute.
Not to mention, we had lost the foreguy connection to the
pole holding the chute out. So
down came the chute and we
continued until about 0400h
under main alone, doing quite
well when the wind died and
motoring began. We motored
until the late afternoon, trying
to sail once with not much
luck. We arrived at a nice bay
and resort town called Calata
de Campos, and dropped
the hook for the night. We
were now about 70 nm from
Z-town.
Watching out for commercial traffic.

The anchorage at Z-town.

The bay at Calata de Campos

We arose early and were
underway in the dark by 0545h
and it was again a mill pond
out on the sea. As the day
wore on, a SW wind developed
and we were treated to a beam
reach sail into our destination
for the last 20 nm. We arrived
into beautiful Zihuatanejo Bay
at sundown and dropped the
hook off Playa Principal. We
were met by a welcoming
committee travelling by dinghy
at cocktail hour, from boat to
boat, encouraging us to join
in Sail Fest. Sail Fest is part of
a large fundraising effort that
has been occurring annually
for years to raise funds to
aid in educating many of the
poorest children in the area.
It has become a great success,
both financially and in terms
of a great time for the participants. We have checked in
with the Port Captain and are
about to find out what it is all
about. First impressions of the
town are good. The weather is
fine but hot and humid.
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Crew
Dynamics…
and more
by Jane Poulston, Ta-b

W

e have found out over the years, while
talking with offshore cruisers, that this
is a very interesting topic. Everyone seems to
have a story to share, some good and some
… not so good. What is the best crew to have
Ta-b is a 46' catamaran – a good layout for including a couple of crew members.
for a long offshore passage? The dynamics on
board are critical when you are at sea for up to three weeks
from the moon. When you can’t see the difference between
at a time. Positive, happy energy is essential, as well as crew
the horizon and the sea because it is so black, it can really
that muck in and do their bit. So what works best?
freak out a crew member the first time they experience it.
A lot will depend on the size of boat you have. We have
Being able to read the lights of other ships is obviously a
found that having just one other couple works best for us.
must.
For myself, I enjoy having ‘girl on girl time’. The boys also
• Each crew should have also had the experience of being
seem to enjoy their ‘guy’ time, too (which they get when we
out of sight of land. Yet again this can sometimes cause
are chatting away). Our boat has a six-man liferaft and we
problems; which is better found out before a long trip.
have been told, if the time ever came to use it, space-wise,
• Going offshore is not a holiday. It is normally hard work, an
four would be the perfect number.
adventure, an experience – tough, but a ton of fun. There
There are many things we look for in a crew. After sharing
are some boats that take on ‘guests’ for crossing the Atlantic
with other boaties, we have now added quite a few to our list;
at a cost of between $4,000 - $8,000.
which we thought worth sharing.
• Every crew member should be fit and healthy.
• A good person to have on board is one who does not have to
• Good communication on a boat is paramount. Crew should
be told what to do. There are always jobs on a boat, someone
always be able to take direct instruction without question.
who is first to jump up to do the dishes or clear the table
If unsure, they should discuss after the event. This is part
is the crew you want. A handyman or handywomen is also
of the learning process of the team.
very useful when it comes to fixing anything that might
need repairing.
• Crew should know that there is only one captain and they
are ‘crew’. There can only be one chief on a boat; this is
• Sailing experience is very important. Crew should have
important for safety of both crew and boat.
already had some time on board the boat in question to
ascertain their skills. Babysitting the crew on a long-term
• All crew should be flexible, easygoing with a good sense
basis is tiring and is not practical for the boat’s well-being.
of humour. Things go wrong on boats, often one has to
improvise or make do without. Being able to laugh is huge.
• It is preferable that all crew have had some night experience.
Each night is so different, depending on weather and light
• One should be able to work under stress, if necessary. Being
able to cope well under severe conditions is vital.
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• All crew should be able to cook. This is an interesting one.
What happens if the cook goes sick? I like cooking and we
let the cook have time off their watch, so it works for me.
Each boat works differently with regard to cooking, but it
is still very much work; especially when the boat is like a
washing machine inside.
• Everyone is part of the team, which includes washing up,
drying, cleaning, etc. It is important that the workload is
shared evenly.
• Crew should arrive up to a week early to help prep the
boat before leaving. This includes provisioning, checking
all the equipment a final time, and cleaning the boat prior
to departure. We find this also helps when picking the right
weather window to leave.
• All crew should have a booked flight home; they can change
the date. Some trips can take a lot longer than anticipated
due to weather, breakages, etc. Having an agenda can add
a lot of stress, but a booked flight should certainly be a few
days after the boat’s anticipated arrival at the destination.
This gives some time in hand and also means that everyone
can celebrate the voyage and debrief
together.

severely damaged. Families
who were not talking to
each other. A captain who
had thrown the entire
crew off his boat as soon
as it reached harbour. And
even crew being arrested
to get them off the boat
after the captain had been
attacked physically. Having
a problem crew member,
and still a week or two out
until you reach land, can be
very destructive.
The happiness of the crew
Jane displays what’s for dinner –
is the work of everyone on
fresh Mahi Mahi!
board. People are sometimes
not at their best when they are tired, anxious, or not feeling
well. Everyone should be open as to how they are feeling;
this is crucial to the well being of the boat. Negative feelings
can grow totally out of proportion if
harboured too long − especially at sea.

• All crew should help clean and put the
boat back to order on arrival. It is not
appropriate to just jump off the boat as
soon as the lines are tied. Just on the
outside of the boat, all the salt needs to
be washed off everything, stainless steel
cleaned, lazarettes sorted and washed
out, etc...
• If you have crew who do not have a
flight home, you may be unable to
remove them from your crew list and
paperwork upon arrival. This can be
a serious problem. We have heard of
owners having to buy flight tickets for
their crew so that they can get them off
their boat.
We have undertaken two Atlantic
crossings. One was three legs: St.
Martin to Bermuda, then to the
Azores, and finishing in Portugal.
The other was from the Canaries
to Cape Verdes and then on to
Barbados. Each crossing for us was
very different. On our way we heard
too many sad stories from boats
doing the same routes.
There were marriages that
broke up. Boats that were immediately put on the market on
arrival. Old friendships that were

Passages can have squally as well as calm periods.
Good crew can cope with a variety of conditions.

We found that a ‘Happy Hour’ on
board each day worked well for us. It
meant that everyone got together at least
once a day. Meals also become a significant
part of the day and it is worth preparing
something special that crew can look
forward to. On the topic of food, we found
it is essential to have just one person in
charge of the galley. It can be grim when
the treat rations run out half-way through
the passage, or one person eats four pieces
of fruit when there is only one piece per
person per day. Also, whoever is cooking
needs to know that all the ingredients are
still at hand for their planned meal.
Watches are also different for each
boat, and it is the captain’s decision
what they will be. We have found 3-4
hours works well for us, depending
on the number of crew. We do
not rotate, which keeps it simple
so each person can get into a
rhythm. Making sure everyone gets
as much sleep as possible is critical.
Inexperienced crew should have
someone shadowing their watch.

Good food and celebrations help make a passage a happy one.

We ask that each person brings
only one small, soft bag that they
can sleep with. Some boats may also
want to consider the weight of the
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bags coming on board, too. No high
heels or dinner jackets are required
on our boat!
Finally we feel it is essential to be
very clear to all crew (guests as well)
about finances. Most crew are on board
for longer than a weekend. The most
important factor is that everyone is
on the same page before they arrive
on board. What works best for most
owners is a set amount of money that
goes towards food, drinks, and fuel.
Marinas for us are a separate issue, as
we hardly ever use them. It is often
easier to stock up the boat before
people arrive, although a last-minute
shop is a good idea to make sure you
have items on board that crew would

like to cook/consume. Some cruisers
have a ‘kitty’, but this can get confusing
as often the boat stores are used. Most
crew take their hosts out for a meal or
two as a thank you; especially the last
night of the trip, we have found. Simple
etiquette, really.
Even when all items are checked
off and you have the perfect crew, life
on board can get strained. Being in
close proximity with others for a long
period of time can be difficult for a lot
of people. There is no real answer, but
a good laugh always helps lighten the
atmosphere. Carpe Diem.

Another passage completed –
Ta-b safely in port.
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For Sale: Caretta, Tartan 42. Fantastic ocean cruiser
for sale, with 8 berths in three cabins, 9 sails, and great
equipment for safe, fun sailing in coastal or offshore
waters! A classic Sparkman & Stephens design 28
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Exceptionally well-equipped and maintained annually
by knowledgeable owner. Upgrades have included all
standing rigging, running lines, lifelines, furler, hatch
glass, Comnav 1420 autopilot, Monitor servo-vane,
gearbox, windlass, dodger and bimini, interior lighting,
etc. Also has VHF plus SSB radio with backstay antenna,
Pactor modem for weather/e-mail via laptop. Three
anchors, 4-person liferaft, Garmin Chartplotter, radar,
etc. and much more - plus many spares. Bottom paint
and zincs for shaft and MaxProp replaced annually (most
recently June, 2013). Insurance survey checked out
‘A-1’. Copy of full specs and survey on request. A fully
equipped vessel for $89,000 − local and ready to go!
Contact John Reid, 604-461-1277.

Tradewinds
For Sale: 47.7' Bristol sailboat in excellent condition.
No expense spared to maintain the beauty and
comfort of this bluewater liveaboard. Built in 1992,
Iridium underwent a total refit in 2009.
Safety features we added: New sails by Carol Hasse,
new rod rigging, and new Yanmar 75hp engine.
Dedicated davit, winch, gate, and boarding ladder
for man-overboard retrieval. Extra high volume bilge
pump (3600 gal/hr) with its own separate 2" drain
hose leading in straight line aft through the transom.
Latches added to all floorboards, locks, bars, or straps
securing all lockers, fridge/freezer doors. Iridium
can withstand a knockdown without shifting the
weight of all dumped contents to the downside of
the boat; this permits her to right herself more easily.
Cockpit with its own radar, chart plotter and radio;
no need to go below to check position or transmit.
Mast-mounted fog-horn/loudspeaker with automatic
signaling. 40kg Rocna anchor and 300' of chain.
Shark Drogue with bridle and 300' of line. Emergency
steering tiller.
Added nav/com features: AIS (transmit/receive), new
VHF, new Iridium sat phone, new SSB with Pactor
modem, two new chartplotters.
Comfort features: New bimini, dodger with full
cockpit enclosure by La Fabrica, new upholstery, new
Force 10 oven, new ElectroSan waste water sterilizer.
New Spectra watermaker plumbed into two tanks,
each with separate auto shut off when filled. New
Webasto hot water heating system, new Dry Zone
dehumidifier system.
Electrical: new AGM house battery bank (650 amp
hrs), new inverter/charger, new solar panels, and new
‘Smartplug’ shore power connections.
General description: Centre cockpit sloop (we added
removable inner forestay and running back stays).
Electric in-mast furling main sail. Roller furling head
sail. Centreboard 5' draft up, 11' draft down; best
used to dampen rolling in heavy swells. 8 Kw diesel
generator, two air conditioner/reverse heaters, two
heads. Aft cabin with centerline queen, accessible
from both sides. Both heads with showers, aft with
separate shower stall. Galley located on starboard
side at base of companionway – easy to pass food for
cockpit dining.
No other sailboat is comparable for the same price.
Currently moored in Puerto Vallarta but can be
transported to BC. Asking $450,000.
Contact melstorrier@gmail.com.

For Sale: Morgan 36 ‘Out Island’ sloop. Built 1973 by
Morgan Yachts, Right Galah sailed in Lake Ontario until
1999. She is a solid, roomy, comfortable, proven centercockpit liveaboard cruiser. She has taken us from Toronto to
New Orleans and from Vancouver to Costa Rica, as well as
doing local cruising. We added a custom aluminum hardtop,
glass windshield, and full side curtains for Northwest
weather. Large aft cabin, main cabin, V-berth, and 2 heads.
40-hp Volvo turbo-diesel, in an accessible engine room.
Hydraulic autopilot, GPS, and 16-mile radar. Re-wired DC
system, solar panels on the hardtop. Upsized rigging, Sta-Lok
terminals. Full-batten main, 4 jibs
(one is roller-furling). 20 kg Bruce anchor and 100' chain
rode. Lots of interior storage.
$30,000. Contact Charles Cohen at
cpcohen1945@yahoo.com or 604-537-1255.
For Sale: Fraser 36 Cutter. It’s
time to move on to another
adventure. We are selling
Aleydabeth, our Fraser 36. She
was launched in 2008, and is
currently sitting in San Blas,
Mexico. She is well built, well
outfitted (how many boats do
you know of with a Lavac Baby
Blake head?), and only 5 years
old. We want to see if there is
any interest in the BCA community in Canada before we list
her with a broker in Mazatlan. We are asking $120,000. I can
provide any details requested. Lyle, lbalmers@gmail.com
For Sale: 1982 Catalina 30. We have two boats (nice but
not practical), so the Catalina 30 has to be sold. We have
maintained and redone a lot of the boat, from custom North
Sails fully-battened main; bottom redone; new 3-burner
propane stove with oven; two-speed self-tailing Anderson
winches for jib. We are asking $35,000. We also have (and
will not sell unless the Catalina sells) a triple-axle,
continued on page 30
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custom-built trailer. The boat is currently located
on Kootenay Lake, but we have the ability (and
experience) to move the boat elsewhere, cost
negotiable. Contact Dave and Diane Cherry,
cherrys4@telus.net,
(h) 250-352-5646, (c) 250-354-8566.
For Sale or Trade:
Nicholson 42. Gosling
is ready for her next
adventure. Built in
Britain in 1974, to Lloyd
Standards, she is a solid
and comfortable cruiser
with many upgrades.
She is presently on the
Caribbean side of the
Panama Canal but will
be sailed to Rio Dulce
by April 2014. If you are
considering buying a proven cruiser already situated
in the tropics, consider Gosling. She is ketch-rigged,
center cockpit with solid dodger, aft cabin, 84 HP
dependable engine, and everything you need to start
your adventure. Delivery to the west coast of Mexico
might be considered. Asking price is $82,000. Our
aim is to downsize to a 36-38 ft boat, under 10 tons,
due to limitations of our club, so any offers of a trade/
part trade for a similarly equipped and dependable
boat in BC, Pacific NW, or Mexico’s west coast will
be considered. For more information and detailed
inventory please contact jgnadeau@hotmail.com.
Please allow for Internet lapses due to our itinerary
this season. We will be cruising the Panamanian coast
to Cartagena then into the Caribbean until April.
For Sale: Tides End, a
beautifully maintained,
one-owner Fraser 42,
Interior professionally
renovated in 1988.
Completely updated for
offshore cruising in 2000.
Presently moored in Rio
Dulce, Guatemala. A great
place to start your world
cruising; most everything
you need comes with the
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boat. Canadian registered. Excellent offshore cruiser with
center cockpit; aft cabin and large V-berth; one head; nice
galley with fridge/freezer and a three-burner Force 10
stove with oven. Spectra 200 gallon-per-day watermaker.
C240 Isuzu engine, new in 2000. Six sails, Harken roller
furling; three 45-watt solar panels and a Rutland 913 Wind
generator. Also included is a 10' 2" West Marine dinghy
with a 15hp Yamaha o/b, new in 2009. Asking $80,000
CDN. For a complete inventory list and recent photos,
please contact Reg on email at ve0reg@telus.net.

For Sale: Wyndspree is a Stan Huntingford designed
53-foot ketch ideal for offshore cruising and living aboard.
She is offered for sale at $120,000. She was built in
Burnaby, British Columbia by Don Kemp and launched in
1979 after a seven-year build. She has a cutaway full keel,
airex-cored fibreglass hull, and balsa-cored fibreglass deck.
Ballast is 16,000 pounds of lead encapsulated in the keel.
Features include: new (2010 - 60 hours) Volvo Penta
D2-55F diesel inboard, Quicksilver 310 inflatable, 15 HP
Yamaha 4 stroke outboard, hydraulic anchor windlass,
recent complete electrical rebuild including 2.5 kilowatt
inverter with 130-amp charger, 600-watt pure sine wave
inverter, four 80-watt solar panels, 4-burner propane stove
with oven, propane on-demand water heater, Frigo-boat
freezer / fridge, Dickinson diesel Alaska heater, Raymarine
C-70 chart plotter with depth sounder; radar, VHF radio.
More information and photos available at:
http://wyndspree.webs.com/. Contact Al at
wyndspree@shaw.ca or 250-480-8908.
For Sale: Catalina 380 (2000). SeaQuill is now for sale
since we have bought a catamaran in the BVI and are
going directly to cruising. She is a fantastic PNW boat
that is offshore capable. The 380 is heavy for a Catalina,
carrying over a Morgan design, which makes her very sea-
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kindly. Currently located in the Blaine Marina. If anyone
is interested, I can provide much more detail/Pics, etc.
Contact Peter Wagschal at pwagsc@hotmail.com.

For Sale: Make your dreams come true by sailing away in
this offshore-ready, professionally custom-built, cutterrigged sailboat. This one-owner Fraser 41 has crossed
the Pacific with a family of four and is now located in
the Caribbean and ready to go again. Homers’ Odyssey
has logged 40,000 miles to date with only 2800 hours
on a 4-cyl Isuzu. New Main, Yankee, Awlgrip, AIS, VHF,
primary chain, batteries, chart plotter. Two outboards, life
raft, dinghy, cruising sails including spinnaker, storm sails,
drogue, SSB, Pactor modem, two sounders, 4 anchors ,
solar panels, etc. Please contact Stan and Lynn Homer at
stanlynn@gmail.com for more pictures and a complete
list of equipment. Owners are looking to cruise a trawler
on the West Coast of Canada. $89,000 US.

For Sale: Ustupu is a 31' offshore cruiser designed by
Stan Huntingford, who designed the Rafiki 37, Maple
Leaf 52, and Passport 51. She is cutter-rigged with a
removable baby stay; Airex cored fibreglass hull and

balsa core deck, built to the same scantlings as the Maple
Leaf 48, by a local engineer under the watchful eye of
Huntingford himself. Currently located in Hilo, Hawaii.
Full ad on Craigslist: http://honolulu.craigslist.org/big/
boa/3739213790.html. Price: $43,900. Contact me at
dan.schro@gmail.com for more details.
For Sale: 49' Wauquiez
Centurion. Immaculate
condition; ready to cruise.
Great interior comfort. Fast
passage-making ability. Fully
equipped. Located in La Paz,
Mexico – gateway to great
cruising. Price $210,000.
For full details, contact Jill
at jillyboat@yahoo.com or
phone at 778-863-5667.

For Sale: 8' Mercury Inflatable Dinghy. Location:
Squamish. Contact: Geraldine 604-898-1740.

CREW
Crewing Opportunity: I am going to head down to
Chiapas, Mexico in April 2014 to bring Cypraea up
to at least La Cruz, maybe as far as San Carlos.
Contact me if you’re interested in crewing.
Dave Wyness, daveandjenniewyness@gmail.com.
Kitimat Voyage 2014: This summer, beginning in early
June, we will be cruising for 7 weeks from Sidney to
Kitimat, BC to trace the route of the proposed Enbridge
marine tankers. We will be taking students along on
5-day trips and if this sounds of interest to you, please
contact us. We are currently preparing a detailed coastal
cruising plan for this trip and students will be able to
join Tula at various ports up the coast. Look for more
information in April and May’s Tula’s Cruising Log. If
you are interested in coming along on this trip or wish
to upgrade your sailing qualifications, please contact us.
Our website at www.tulasailing.com is a treasure-trove
of information and we are always available to discuss with
you the unique West Coast sailing voyage you have always
wanted to take. Remember, that you cannot operate
a marine radio without holding a Restricted Operator
Certificate – Maritime qualification. We are now able to

continued on page 32
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teach and certify this course in addition to the Pleasure
Craft Operator Certificate course. We also teach these
courses in conjunction with our other cruising courses.
We look forward to cruising with you on Tula in 2014.
Contact Peter Simpson at peter@tulasailing.com.

Looking for Crew: Papillon II, our PSC37, is heading
south to San Francisco the beginning of August on
a suitable weather window and requires a single
experienced crew member. Further routing will include
San Diego, and the Baja Ha-Ha. Accepting applications.
D. Boyer, 604-929-6430 (Phone); 604-861-1538
(Mobile).
Wanted – Instructor: I am looking for an offshore
instructor aboard for 10 to 15 days in June. My boat is
a Catalina 470, and is in Vancouver. Thanks! Yi Sun,
sunyi1920@gmail.com.

ELECTRONICS
For Sale: A full Robertson AP J300 system with
Display, Remote Control, newer fluxgate compass,
and Computer. I expect there are a few capacitors
that need to be replaced in the computer for it to be
a fully functional system but don’t have the time to
investigate further. At a minimum you’d end up with a
spare display, remote, and fluxgate plus all the cables.
Contact me at email1@lhits.net for more details. This
will go cheap... I don’t want hard-to-find parts to go to
waste. Thanks, Gary
For Sale: C-Map Max Mega-Wide Electronic Chip South America including Galapagos, South Caribbean,
USA Gulf Coast, $CDN 250. AIS Receiver, Smart model
SR161, $CDN 100. Horn Loud Hailer - New in box;
Sonax 6-12 V DC, Model SP-30, $CDN 20. Please
email David or Carol at nuagesail@gmail.com or call
604-961-5381 or 250-891-8751.
For Sale: 3D printer, it makes any part you design
very easily in ABS plastic or nylon, for parts like flex
couplings ,bushings, etc. I will include training and
any help needed to design and print parts. For more
info, please email Pjensen11@hotmail.ca. Selling
price $1,250; ready to go.
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CHARTS
For Sale: Cruising guides and sailing books for sale.
All books and guides are in pristine condition.

Books
(In Canadian dollars) Refrigeration for Pleasure Boats
(hardcover) - Nigel Calder, $15
The Sextant Handbook - Bruce Bauer: adjustment, repair,
use, history 2nd Ed., $10
Celestial Navigation: The Ocean Yacht Navigator - Barrie
Jackson, $5
Navigation the Easy Way - Carl Lane/John Montgomery:
piloting, dead reckoning, celestial navigation, introduction
to electronic systems, $5
Kindergarten of Celestial Navigation - Joseph Sellar, $5
Safety Preparations for Cruising (hardcover)
- Jeremy Hood, $10
Advanced First Aid Afloat - Peter Eastman, MD, $10
Where There Is No Dentist - Murray Dickson, $8
The Birds of Hawaii and the Tropical Pacific - Pratt, Bruner,
Berrett: a field guide, 2nd Ed., $25
Panama Wildlife Guide (a pictorial field chart) - New: birds
of Panama Canal Zone and adjacent areas, $5
Panama Wildlife Guide (a pictorial field chart) - New:
mammals, reptiles, amphibians, arthropods, $5
Understanding Sea Anchors & Drogues (hardcover) - Earl
Hinz, $5
Mariners’ Met Pack for South West Pacific - Bob McDavitt,
Produced for New Zealand Met Service 2002, $5
Offshore Cruising Encyclopedia – Dashew, $40
Sails – Harvey:
the way they work and how to make them, $15
Cruising Guides
(In Canadian dollars)
Ocean Passages for the World, British Admiralty sailing
directions - 4th Ed., $60
The Pacific Cruising Guide, 2nd Ed. 2003.
Originally edited by Michael Pocock
and revised by Ross Hogbin, Hardcover, $50
Pacific Islands Pilot - Vol.II, Islands of South West Pacific,
British Admiralty - 10th Ed. 1984, $50
PACIFIC Islands Pilot - Vol.III, Islands of Central Pacific,
British Admiralty - 10th Ed. 1982, $50
Charlie’s Charts of the U.S. Pacific Coast: Seattle,
Washington to San Diego, California, Channel Islands, $10
Charlie’s Charts of Hawaiian Islands – Revised, $10
Charlie’s Charts of Costa Rica, $10
Charlie’s Charts of Polynesia, $10
The Forgotten Middle - Roberts: Cruiser’s guide to Pacific
Coast of Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, $5
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New Zealand - Coastal Cruising Handbook - Royal Akarana
Yacht Club: Guide to NE coast of NZ and anchorages from
Three Kings Islands to Cape Kidnappers, $10
World Cruising Handbook (hardcover)
– Cornell, 2nd Ed., $45
World Cruising Routes (hardcover) – Cornell, 3rd Ed., $50
Mexico’s Baja California, Vol. I
- Jack Williams: the Pacific Coast, $20
Mexico’s Baja California, Vol. II
- Jack Williams: Sea of Cortez, $20
Sailing Directions - West Coasts of Mexico
and Central America, 6th Ed. 1991, $2
101 Anchorages in Indonesia
(more info and price to be provided)
Cruising Guide to the Philippines - 2000
(more info and price to be provided)
Contact Carol or David,
nuagesail@gmail.com, 604-961-5381.
Wanted: Charts for journey from Greece to Jamaica;
also wanted: appropriate courtesy flags.
Call Jackie, 604-685-0491.
For Sale: East Coast USA Mainland to Gulf of Mexico
charts. Contact Jill Baty at 778-863-5667 or
email jillyboat@yahoo.com.
Wanted: C maps for Furuno. I have an older Furuno chart
plotter and radar unit, probably about 2005. I am looking
for someone who has upgraded their unit to a newer
one and has old C-maps to dispose of. I have Vancouver
area and Cape Caution to Portland Canal. I would like
Vancouver Island charts; anything else local would be
useful. Contact Bill Bourlet, bbourlet@shaw.ca,
(h) 604-739-1897, (c) 604-880-7282.

OTHER GEAR
For Sale: 100' 5/16th G4 high test anchor chain.
Hot-dip galvanized. Made in Italy. New. $250. Peter Jacobs,
604-736-0021 (Phone), 604-454-4128 (Mobile).
For Sale: Leece-Neville 105-Amp 12-Volt alternator. 1"
single foot mount. Removable external regulator. New.
$250. Peter Jacobs, 604-736-0021 (Phone),
604-454-4128 (Mobile).

For Sale: Various items. (1) Icom M502 VHF radio with
microphone. DSC ready, $200 Cdn. (2) Donvier electric
yoghurt maker - 6 containers, $15 Cdn.
(3) Skipping rope – new, $2 Cdn. Contact Carol or
David, nuagesail@gmail.com, 604-961-5381.
For Sale: Various items. (1) North Gennaker Snuffer.
Like new. Blue. 56' long. $500 obo. (2) ACR SM-2
Automatic Marker Light with SOLAS mounting bracket
per http://www.landfallnavigation.com/acrstrobe.
htm, $75. obo. (3) Quick Astor 700 1000-watt Vertical
Anchor Windlass Vertical Windlass features an oval
base with a hinged chain inspection cover over an
integral hawse pipe and a chrome-plated bronze gypsy.
A pressure arm ensures continued control when using
rope under light tension. This has a 5/16 chain gypsy
and is still installed on boat so you can see it work.
$750 obo. (4) Forespar 933344 1" Marelone ball valve.
No thru hull. Brand new. $100. (5) 3/4 Groco style ball
valve (used) with new bronze mushroom thru-hull. $35.
Contact Dennis Giraud, 604-317-4083,
ultegra@spruceharbour.com.
For Sale: Need extra fuel capacity? Polyolefin fuel tank,
11.5 gal capacity, mounting straps. Connections for
fuel gauge. Excellent condition. $85. OBO. Contact
jgnadeau@hotmail.com.
For Sale: Tamaya 833 sextant - year 1979. Wooden case
with manual. Excellent condition. $450. Contact Carol
or David, nuagesail@gmail.com, 604-961-5381.
For Sale: Offshore First Aid Kit (as offered by St John
Ambulance in conjunction with BCA First Aid Course
for Cruisers. Custom Valise 21" x 16" x 12", packed
with comprehensive, professionally assembled materials.
Condition - as new! Value over $500. Offered for $325!
Also available, recommended medical reference books
for cruisers:
(1) First Aid Afloat - Dr Robert Haworth (95pgs)
(2) Advanced First Aid Afloat (Fifth Edition) - Drs
Eastman and Levinson (218 pgs)
(3) Healthy Cruisers Handbook - J Loomis RN and Dr JH
Bryan (128 pgs)
Combined value of over $100. As new, offered for only
$30. Contact Margot, 604-461-1277
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For Sale: Genuine CQR 60-lb. plow anchor - made in
Scotland! Forged steel construction. Hot dip galvanized.
Dimensions 44"L x 15-3/8"W x 16"H Suitable for boats
up to 40-60 ft in length. CQR is a favorite for strength and
performance in a wide range of bottom conditions. Excellent
penetration in sand, weeds, rocks, and mud. Trouble-free
anchor roller stowage. Attach a trip line to eye on horn for
easy break-out. Hinged shank prevents breakout during wind
shifts. This one is essentially new - carried on board, but
never deployed. Retail price usually around $1000 - $1100.
Willing to sacrifice for $750! Contact John Reid at
604-461-1277.
For Sale: Samson XLS Yacht Braid, 1/2" diameter, white, with
red tracers - 16-strand polyester double braid, on a polyester
core featuring low stretch, smooth handling, and long service
life! Average Tensile Strength: 8,300 lbs. Weight per 100
ft: 8.2 lbs. Suitable for many uses: halyards, mainsheets,
spinnaker and jib/genoa sheets, etc. New and unused! 365 ft
of this top quality polyester line for sale! Current retail price
over $550. Willing to sacrifice for $350 firm!
Contact John Reid, 604-461-1277.
For Sale and Wanted to Buy: I have a Manson Supreme
anchor 35# that I want to sell - it doesn’t fit my bowsprit
and I am looking for an Icom 802 SSB; a code zero top-down
furler; and a full set of scuba gear in a large size. John
Gleadle, super07@shaw.ca.
For Sale: 1990-era Hydrovane unit $2,800 OBO. This unit
has been around the world once and still works like new. Has
older remote course setting wire system with broken plastic
guides (does not affect functionality). Includes Vane, control
head, shaft, and rudder. Price does not include the brackets
as I plan to upgrade to the new model with the larger rudder.
We would work together to include the brackets for your
boat when I order the new model. We have used the vane
extensively and it works fine, but I feel that we are at the
upper end of the displacement limits with the rudder. This
would be a perfect option and great deal for >40 ft lightto-medium displacement, easy-to-balance boat. Check out
http://www.hydrovane.com/our-product/parts/ for a full
listing of what’s changed vs. buying new, to make sure this
lower-than-half-price unit will work for you.
Contact Gary Peacock for more details,
gpeacock@lhits.net, 604-221-4855.
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Flopper Stopper Opportunity: I’m going to be building
a flopper stopper along the lines of the Magma unit
and wonder if anyone else wants one built as well.
They should come in around $200 and will be built at
least as good as the commercial ones.
If you are interested, get in touch with me at
super07@shaw.ca. John Gleadle.
For Sale: Genuine CQR anchor in excellent
condition, hot-dipped galvanized in 2013, $300.
Contact David Boyer at
dboyer@aercoindustries.com or 604-861-1538.
Two 75-watt Siemens solar panels in good condition,
$100 each. Contact David Boyer at dboyer@
aercoindustries.com or 604-861-1538.

For Sale: Freezer SS engine-driven compressor and
holding plate; will sell separately. Also have lots of
small items for sale. Kent Webster, webtri@telus.net.
For Sale: Yamaha 15 HP, 2 stroke motor for sale.
Runs well, looks ugly; perfect for offshore. $250.
Tel. 604-961-0417; nuagesail@gmail.com.
Partnership Wanted: Anyone interested in buying a
Sailrite sewing machine as a partnership and splitting
the cost? http://www.sailrite.com/Ultrafeed-LSZ-1Walking-Foot-Sewing-Machine.
Contact Trevor, tmccaw@gmail.com.
For Sale: New Triple b 5/16" chain 100-125 feet
$2.50/foot. Contact Bill at
william_jackson@shaw.ca.
For Sale: Small spinnaker, $350. Asymmetric
cruising chute with sock and turtle. Luff 27', foot 16'.
Would suit a Perry-designed Mirage 25 or similar
boat. Red and blue. Sail fabric in good condition,
some rust stains. Small tear in sock. Contact Don
Brown at delta_e_bravo@hotmail.com.
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For Sale: 80 Amp Marine Alternator - Hitachi style
dual foot 31/8" Series 70 - to suit Yanmar etc. Used
2 seasons - C/W Xantrex smart regulator, wiring
harness, and HD 1/4" thick universal mounting
arm. $125 complete. Call Gary at 250-286-1175,
ckellygwessel@gmail.com.
For Sale: Gori Folding Propeller 15" x 10 Pitch x
11/8" bore. Freshwater use only C/W nut, 51" SS
1
1 /8" Prop Shaft (I will cut it down to your length),
and 11/8" shaft coupling to suit Yanmar. Out of a 38'
C&C Landfall 33Hp Yanmar. Shaft has very minor
wear at cutlass and no wear at packing, as it was used
with a PSS seal. $450 complete.
Call Gary 250-286-1175, ckellygwessel@gmail.com.
For Sale: Anchor chain. 200' of half-inch, BBB
(rated for half inch windlass), galvanized anchor
chain. Excellent condition. Have original invoice.
Sale price, $650. Contact David at 604-574-0429, or
takapuna14@gmail.com.
For Sale: Bottom paint. 2 gallons Interspeed
6200NA BLACK – TBT Free CDP Antifouling
(contained in a 5-gallon can). Fresh paint,
purchased on May 23, 2013. $225 OBO.
Contact Ane Street 604-734-8805.
For Sale: Boat Items and Fishing Gear. We have a
large number of boat items as well as fishing gear
items that we no longer need and would like to
liquidate. You can view lists of those items on our
Kijiji Ad ID 499543836 and Ad ID 494557647.
For Sale: Natures Head Composting Toilet, which
meets all ‘No Discharge’ regulations for U.S. waters
and is a U.S. Coast Guard Approved and Certified
Type III marine head. Dimensions are: 20" tall, 17¾"
front to rear, 13" wide at the base, and 16¼" wide
at the seat. I paid over $1,100 with shipping and
handling for this Natures Head and Nicro Day / Night
exhaust fan. Asking $800. Call Paul, 604-722-4430.

For Sale: Navtec Series 7 Integral Backstay Adjuster.
Rebuilt last year by Blackline. Has a very small oil
weep at the handle. Sell for $600 obo.
Ted Bannister, 250-792-3512.
For Sale: 100-lb. Fisherman anchor; much too large
for our needs. $300. Jean Baillargeon, 604-837-3581.
For Sale: Hydrovane self-steering unit for sale - X+10
shaft, ‘A’ bracket, plus normal package. Great unit
but no longer required. Paid over $8,000 including
shipping (comes from the UK). Asking $5,000 or
reasonable offer. ATN Gail sail, 100 sq ft. Brand new,
never used. Paid $960, asking $500 or reasonable
offer. Drogue, $50. Ken Downes, 604-574-3913.
For Sale: V-Berth tank from a 38' Sailboat. Suitable
for water or holding tank. Previously used for water.
32" long, 39" wide, 18" depth, gauge 1/2" thick
nylon. Replacement metal tank for fuel cost $1000.
Location Vancouver Island.
ckellygwessel@gmail.com.
For Sale: 3/8" braided polypropylene line,
spool 13" high x 11.5" OD (600', I think), $50.
Contact Charles Cohen at
cpcohen1945@yahoo.com or 604-537-1255.
For Sale: Swi-Tec Emergency Boarding Ladder,
2.5 meter, instant deployment for MOB: $50.
Contact Charles Cohen at
cpcohen1945@yahoo.com or 604-537-1255.
For Sale: Fortress Anchor - FX-16 aluminum anchor.
‘Mud palms’ included. Contact Charles Cohen at
cpcohen1945@yahoo.com or 604-537-1255.
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OOPS!
Submitted by:

Subject:

Location:

LESSONS
LEARNED … The Hard Way
			
Norm Cooper, Sarah Jean II

Hidden halyard chafe.

Eastern Fiji - sailing from island to island.

Situation:	We were in squally conditions. Our genoa was partially furled. I was at the base of the
mast doing a visual inspection of the rigging when I noticed the genoa halyard seemed
quite slack. I gave it a tug and found there was no tension on it. The halyard had chafed
through and fallen down inside the mast. The genoa had not fallen down only because it
was partially furled at the time.

Mistake Made:	Both of our headsail halyards pass by the spreader blocks inside the mast, like those of
most boats. Unlike other running rigging, such as a main halyard, these headsail halyards
do not move much inside the mast for long periods of time, sometimes months, until a
sail is taken down for some reason. In the meantime the halyards, under considerable
tension, are vibrating and banging against the spreader blocks inside the mast. Depending
on how fair their run may be from the masthead to the exit slot on the mast, they may
even bend a little around the spreader blocks, further leading to chafe. Eventually this
hidden chafing action can cut right through the halyards.
		The mistake we made was not checking the full length of the headsail halyards more
frequently, by completely removing the hidden length of the halyards from within the
mast.

Lesson Learned:	Now, before and after all passages, we carefully inspect our headsail halyards. We normally
do this at anchor or at the dock with the headsails furled. Beth hoists me up to the top
of the mast and then stands by at the base of the mast to release the halyard clutches and
feed the lines into the mast. From the top of the mast, I just pull the halyards up and do
an inspection. We find this method faster and easier than dropping the headsails to the
deck. We know exactly where the halyards pass by the spreader blocks and have wrapped
the halyards with rigging tape in these areas for extra chafe protection. When doing an
inspection, if the tape is chafed, I remove it and replace it with fresh rigging tape. We
have had no further problems.

Have a Story?
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 e have all made mistakes and learned valuable lessons the hard way. Do you have a
W
story you want to share with BCA members so we can learn from your experience? If so,
please submit it for publication in this column using the section headings ‘Submitted by’
through ‘Repairs’ or ‘Lesson Learned’. Thanks!
Send your story to currents@bluewatercruising.org with ‘OOPS!’ in the subject line.
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Ditty Bag
2014
Sail Fest
Week

I would like to acknowledge RVYC members Dal and Denise Bryneslen
for joining me in Zihuatanejo for the second year in a row, and their
tremendous contribution in the Pursuit Race as technical and prize
giving authorities, and so much more! As well, Sandy Huntingford
provided his handicapping expertise from a distance for the Pursuit
Race, and both Marianne and Scott Shoemaker from the Half Moon
Bay General Store deserve notable credit for their prize-winning
‘Canadian’ chili and so many other related duties. RVYC members
and Past Commodore Howard and Lynn Bradbrook also participated in
this event a number of years ago when they passed through Mexico
during their inaugural year offshore.

Several British Columbia sailors have recently made a difference to
the lives of Mexico’s poorest children, their families and community.
Over 6,000 indigenous children are now being educated who would
never have seen the inside of a school, worn clothes, eaten a daily
balanced meal, or even spoken the Spanish language. We raised a
whopping $80,000 US this year (up from $68,000 last year) – which
goes an incredibly long way in these impoverished regions.

Now, in my 6th year offshore on this voyage (many solo, and over
100,000 ocean miles in my lifetime), I have continuously tried to make
each community a better place in the regions that I sail including,
most recently, Mexico, Central and South America. Many of these
stories are highlighted in my recently published book entitled, What
Was I Thinking? Adventures of a Solo Female Sailor. (Second edition
released in January, 2104.)

Sail Fest is an annual week-long event in early February that raises
school funding through a variety of activities including: Sailing events,
concerts, a chili cook-off, and so much more. Essentially, it’s a really
fun party with a lot of meaningful contributions...

Notably, in addition to Sail Fest and a lot of regional projects, I have
devoted a tremendous amount of time and research towards our
oceans, and the devastating impact that humans have imparted on
the heart and lungs of our planet relating to: garbage, over-fishing,
acidification, temperature change, coral reef destruction, and our
ocean dead zones. I recently spoke on this topic in my presentation
entitled, ‘If Fish Could Talk’ at the Toronto International Boat Show,
which was well received and professionally videoed – to be aired
soon on Imagine TV in Hollywood, as well as other media locations.

My committee raises the funds through a number of sailing activities,
whereas a land-based group of volunteers spend the year building
the schools under the umbrella organization ‘Por Los Ninos’ (www.
porlosninos.com). This year was particularly special because
the United Nations has proclaimed ‘Education for Peace’ as its
global theme for 2014 and used our Sail Fest event to launch their
worldwide program. The protocol and fanfare of hosting United
Nations dignitaries in our little town of Zihuatanejo was impressive.
Major individual donors, as well as Rotary International and the
Mexican Government, match our monies raised during Sail Fest week.

Galley

Watch

Muchos saludos!
Pamela Bendall, Precious Metal
Chairperson, Sail Fest (2008 – 2014)
www.pamelabendall.com

Galley

Watch

Overnight Slow
Cooker Oatmeal
A friend of ours in Victoria makes
porridge overnight in his warming
oven. I’ve adapted the method to our
slow cooker. It is comfort food at its
best, is easy to prepare, and breakfast
is ready whenever you’re ready for it in
the morning! This recipe makes
4 generous portions.

Contributed by Donna Sassaman, Alia
Ingredients
• 1 cup steel cut oats
• 4 cups water

•	1 apple, cored and diced (opt.)
•	1 tsp. ground cinnamon (opt.)

Method
1. Combine all ingredients in the slow cooker.
2.	Just before you go to bed, turn the slow cooker on to the warm setting.
3. Cook, covered, overnight – approximately 8 hours.
4. Serve with milk, cream, or yoghurt.
Note: For variety, leave out the diced apple and serve the oatmeal with
fresh berries or dried fruit.
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